
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a product services. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for product services

Translates product requirement information and documents into a technical
requirement document to define the technologies required to achieve the
goal or direct engineering towards the technology road map required to
deliver the goal
Helps appraise new product innovation ideas to determine their potential to
address customer needs and to achieve goals in revenue growth and market
share
Establishes product specifications, and coordinates with various functions,
including Engineering, Manufacturing, Marketing, and Sales, to ensure
successful product definition and development
Provides technical / managerial leadership to explore and champion new
product development programs, cost reduction target achievement and
product improvement programs
Evaluate enhancements to existing products or strategic product extensions,
and translates research discoveries into usable and marketable products as
needed
Understand the development of Engineering Bills of Materials to be able to
direct of verify that releases are structured in such a way that they are
meeting the expectation of the customer (product marketing, manufacturing
plant and/or parts)
Manage or direct vendors to provide integral solutions that complements to
the product road map
Work with technical staff that manage our own DGPS Radio and NTrip RTK
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Lead all in-coming projects related to products in close collaboration with
external Project leaders (ProdCom EU, PD, CS, EU Supply Chain),
consolidating and coordinating all internal processes with the aim of ensuring
IMS as per plan

Qualifications for product services

BS/MS Degree in Electrical Engineering or Computer Science, or equivalent
experience
Must have a minimum of 4 years’ experience in Mobile and/or Internet
services, Product Management role
4+ years of experience managing scalable mobile solutions, preferably
around location based services, a must
Experience in location related technologies like GPS/WiFi/Beacons along with
IoT and Big Data a plus
Must be able to successfully interface with cross-functional teams within
product development
12+ years of application product management experience in the Financial
Services industry


